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Abstract

We present an integrated schedule planning model where the decisions of schedule design,
fleeting and pricing are made simultaneously. Pricing is integrated through a logit demand
model where itinerary choice is modeled by defining the utilities of the alternative itineraries.
Utilities are explained with the fare price, departure timeand number of stops. Spill and re-
capture effects are incorporated in the model to better represent the demand. For the recapture
ratios we use a logit formulation similar to the demand modelso that the ratios are determined
by the model according to the utilities of the alternatives.Furthermore fare class segmentation
is considered in such a way that the model decides the seats allocated to each fare class. To
deal with the high complexity of the resulting mixed integernonlinear problem, we propose a
heuristic algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation and sub-gradient optimization. The study
is in the context of a project regarding the design of an innovative air transportation system
called Clip-Air which has flexible transportation capacity.In order to quantify the potential ad-
vantages of this new system, models are extended to work withClip-Air fleet and comparative
analysis is carried out using a dataset for a major European company. It is observed that, the
enhanced flexibility of Clip-Air allows to transport around 15% more passengers with the same
overall fleet capacity.

Keywords
Fleet assignment, supply-demand interactions, integrated schedule planning, discrete choice

modeling, itinerary choice
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Transportation demand is constantly increasing in the lastdecades for both passenger and

freight transportation. According to the statistics provided by the Association of European

Airlines (AEA), air travel traffic has grown at an average rate over 5% per year over the last

three decades and in 2012 passenger-km values is expected tobe doubled compared to 1997.

This increase results with disruptions in the operations. To give an example, 21.4% of flight

departures in Europe were delayed by more than 15 minutes in 2008. It is estimated by US Na-

tional Aviation System (NAS) that 92.5% of the delays are a result of scheduling more flights

than the actual capacity. Given these trends in the air transportation, actions need to be taken

both in supply operations and the demand management to have ademand responsive tranpor-

tation capacity for the sustainability of transportation.

The utilization of optimization techniques in airline scheduling process has improved the op-

erations of airlines in the last decades. However to have a demand responsive supply capacity

airline operators need new approaches to simplify their fleet management. Clip-Air, which is a

new air transportation concept developed at EPFL, is designed to answer these needs providing

flexibility in transportation capacity. Clip-Air simplifiesthe fleet management by allowing to

decouple the carrying (wing) and the load (capsule) units. Capsules are modular detachable

units such that the transportation capacity can be modified according to the demand. This mod-

ularity allows flexibility in fleeting as well as other operations including the crew scheduling

and recovery operations. Maintenance requirements are also simplified due to the decoupling

of wing, which needs the crucial maintenance steps, from thecapsules. From a broader point

of view, Clip-Air is designed for mixed passenger and freighttransportation in a more efficient

way and is expected to improve the integration of air transportation in multi-modal networks.

Therefore Clip-Air is expected to improve airline operations from several aspects and in this

study we develop models and algorithms to quantify the potential advantages of Clip-Air.

In this paper we present an integrated schedule design and fleet assignment model with supply-

demand interactions. Supply and demand is related through ademand model where the at-

tributes of itineraries define the utility of itinerary alternatives. As preliminary steps simple

demand models are tested which were found to be very sensitive to the specification. Therefore

a more reliable demand model is developed for itinerary choice using discrete choice method-

ology. Furthermore, fare class segmentation is included inthe optimization model, which is

inspired from the behavioral model, so that the model decides the configuration of the seats

according to different demand elasticities of fare classes. Fleet assignment model also consid-

ers spill and recapture effects to better utilize the capacity which is also based on the demand

model such that the redirection of passengers between itineraries is determined according to

their utilities.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we provide a literature review on fleet

assignment models and air travel demand models as well as theinitial attempts to integrate

supply and demand decisions. Section 3 provides the integrated schedule model for standard

fleet and the extension of the model with Clip-Air together with the demand model specification

and the way spill and recapture effects are handled. In section 4 we present the results for the

comparison between standard fleet and Clip-Air as well as the results with and without the

integrated demand model. In section 5 we propose a heuristicmethod to deal with the high

complexity of the resulting mixed integer nonlinear problem. Finally we conclude the paper

and give future directions in section 6.

2 Related Literature

Integrated schedule design and fleet assignment models are studied in the literature with the

purpose of increasing the revenue by making simultaneous decisions on the schedule and the

fleet assignment. Schedule design is handled in different ways according to the flexibility

allowed for the changes in the schedule. Desaulnierset al. (1997) and Rexinget al. (2000)

study in an environment where the origin and destinations are known but the departure and

arrival times can be shifted within a given time-windows. Lohatepanont and Barnhart (2004)

work with sets of mandatory and optional flights where optional flights can be canceled to

increase the profit.

In airline scheduling decisions, demand and price values are usually taken as inputs to the

models. However, supply and demand depend on each other, that is decisions taken for supply

influence the demand figures and vice versa. In the literature, choice models have been used

to model the utility of each itinerary depending on specificaatteributes. Coldrenet al. (2003)

propose some logit models and Coldren and Koppelman (2005) extend the previous work with

the introduction of GEV and nested logit models. Koppelmanet al. (2008) model the time of

day preferences under a multinomial logit setting in order to analyze the effect of schedule

delay. Carrier (2008) and Wen and Lai (2010) propose some advanced demand modeling in

which customer segmentation is modeled as a latent class. Werefer to the work of Garrow

(2010) for a comprehensive review of different specifications of choice behavior models for air

travel demand.

Supply-demand interactions are considered in fleeting model from different perspectives.

Yan and Tseng (2002) study an integrated schedule design andfleet assignment model in which

the set of flight legs is built considerint the itineraries under a given expected demand for ev-

ery origin-destination pair. In an itinerary-based setting, Barnhartet al. (2002) consider the

spill and recapture effects separately for each fare class resulting from insufficient capacity.

Similarly, Lohatepanont and Barnhart (2004) study the network effects including the demand
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adjustment in case of flight cancellations.

Advanced supply and demand interactions can be modeled by letting the model to optimize

itinerary’s attributes (e.g., the price). Talluri and van Ryzin (2004a) integrate discrete choice

modeling into the single-leg, multiple-fare-class revenue management model that determines

the subset of fare products to offer at each point in time. Authors, provide characteriza-

tion of optimal policies under a general choice model of demand. To overcome the miss-

ing no-purchase information in airline booking data, they use expectation-maximization (EM)

method. Schön (2006) develops a market-oriented integrated schedule design and fleet assign-

ment model with integrated pricing decisions. It is assumedthat customers can be segmented

according to some characteristics and different fares can be charged for these segments. Schön

(2008) gives several specifications for the inverse price-demand function described in Schön

(2006) including discrete choice models of multinomial logit model as well as nested logit

model where the explanatory variable is taken as the fare price. Budhirajaet al. (2006) also

work on a similar topic where the change in unconstrained itinerary demand is incorporated

into the model as a function of supply.

3 Integrated Schedule Planning

In this section we provide the integrated schedule planningmodel. We first give the specifica-

tion for the demand model and explain how we deal with spill and recapture effects and fare

class segmentation. We first provide the model for a standardfleet and then we provide the

extensions for a fleet type composed of Clip-Air wings and capsules.

3.1 Demand model for itinerary choice

The reliability of the demand model and its complexity are related. For long term and aggre-

gated decisions simplistic models can be sufficient and appropriate. For medium-term strategic

decisions, such as scheduling and fleeting, more accurate models are needed. Their integration

into scheduling and fleeting models is desirable but it comesat the cost of additional complexity

resulting in unmanageable models for real-world instances.

For the different specifications of common demand functionswe refer to the work of

Talluri and van Ryzin (2004b) who give place to linear models as well as nonlinear specifi-

cations such as exponential and multinomial logit models.

We introduce a demand model based on discrete choice analysis. The choice of an itinerary is

modeled by defining the utilities of the alternatives. To explain the utilities, we have usedfare,
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time of day, andlevel of serviceas found to be important in the context of itinerary choice inthe

studies of Coldrenet al.(2003), Coldren and Koppelman (2005) and Garrow (2010). Therefore

utility for each itineraryi ∈ I and for each fare classℎ ∈ H (e.g., business and economy) is

given by:

V ℎ
i = �ℎ

farep
ℎ
i + �ℎ

timetimei + �ℎ
stopsnonstopi,

wherepℎi is the fare price of itineraryi for classℎ, timei is a dummy variable for the time of

the day which is1 if departure time is between 07:00-11:00, andnonstopi is a dummy variable

for number of stops which is1 if i is a non-stop itinerary. The coefficients of these variablesare

estimated with a multinomial logit model which are specific to each fare classℎ, since price and

time elasticities of business and economy demand are known to be different (Belobabaet al.

(2009)).

Defining the utility of the itineraries, a portion of unconstrained (expected) demand is captured

by each itinerary according to their comparative utilities. Since all the itineraries do not serve

as an alternative to each other we need to define a market segment. In this study we assume that

each origin and destination (OD) pair defines a market segment which is indexed bys ∈ S and

the corresponding set of itineraries is represented byIs. Therefore the total expected demand

for the OD pairs, Dℎ
s , is split to the itineraries according to the formula (1): each itineraryi

in segments attractsd̃ℎi many classℎ passengers. We include a set of no-purchase itineraries

I
′

s ∈ Is for each segments which stands for the itineraries offered by other airlines.

d̃ℎi = Dℎ
s

exp (V ℎ
i )

∑

j∈Is

exp (V ℎ
j )

∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ Is (1)

Similarly to what Schön (2008) proposes, we define a variable�ℎ
s for the ease of notation which

is given by:

�ℎ
s =

1
∑

j∈Is

exp (V ℎ
j )

∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H,

now equation (1) can be re-written as:

d̃ℎi = Dℎ
s�

ℎ
s exp (V

ℎ
i ) ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ Is (2)

Finally, we impose that all the unconstrained demand is covered either by some itineraries

offered by the airline or lost in favor to the competitors. Inother words, the choice probabilities
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must sum up to 1:

∑

i∈Is

�ℎ
s exp (V

ℎ
i ) = 1 ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H.

3.2 Spill and recapture effects

Although the purpose of the fleet assignment is to optimize the assignment of aircrafts to the

flight legs, capacity restrictions and the uncertainties indemand may result in lost passengers

or under utilized capacity. In case of capacity shortage some passengers, who can not fly on

their desired itineraries, may accept to fly onto other available itineraries in the same market

segment offered by the company. This effect is referred as spill and recapture effect. In this

paper we model accurately the spill and recapture in order tobetter represent the demand. We

assume that the spilled passengers are recaptured by the other itineraries with a recapture ratio

based on a multinomial logit choice model similar to the demand model.

In the model,tℎi,j is the decision variable for the number of classℎ passengers redirected from

itinerary i to j for the same segments. We define a recapture ratiobℎi,j which represents the

ratio of tℎi,j spilled passengers from itineraryi being recaptured by itineraryj. We may lose

passengers toward the no-purchase itineraries but no spillexist from them.

The recapture ratio is defined by the multinomial logit as:

bℎi,j =
exp (V ℎ

j )
∑

k∈Is∖i

exp (V ℎ
k )

∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ (Is ∖ I
′

s), j ∈ Is, (3)

With the use of variable�ℎ
s we can rewrite the equation 3 as:

bℎi,j =
exp (V ℎ

j )
1
�ℎ
s

− exp (V ℎ
i )

∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ (Is ∖ I
′

s), j ∈ Is.

Table 1: ORY-NCE itineraries

OD fare nonstop time
ORY-NCE1 220 1 1
ORY-NCE2 218 1 0
ORY-NCE3 214 1 0
ORY-NCE

′

250 1 1
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We illustrate the concept using three itineraries belonging to the same segment ORY-NCE. We

also include the no-purchase option (ORY-NCE
′

). The resulting recapture ratios can be seen in

Table 2 with the corresponding information on the itineraries given in Table 1. Fare values for

the itineraries are determined by the model except the no-purchase itinerary which has a fixed

price.

For example, in case of capacity shortage for itinerary 1, atmost 40.1% and 50.3% of passen-

gers in excess will be recaptured by the second and third itineraries respectively. 9.6% will be

lost to the outside itineraries. Recapture ratio is higher for ORY-NCE3 compared to ORY-NCE2
since it has a lower fare price. Similar analysis can be done for the remaining recapture ratios.

Table 2: Recapture ratios for ORY-NCE

ORY-NCE1 ORY-NCE2 ORY-NCE3 ORY-NCE
′

ORY-NCE1 0 0.401 0.503 0.096
ORY-NCE2 0.417 0 0.490 0.093
ORY-NCE3 0.463 0.434 0 0.103

3.3 Fare class segmentation

The demand model presented in section 3.1 is specific to each fare class to model different

demand elasticities. In this study we extend the segmentation of fare classes to the fleeting de-

cisions. The configuration of the seats for each fare class isdetermined by the model according

to the profitability of the itineraries. Let�ℎ
f be the variable that represents the number of seats

allocated for classℎ passengers on flightf .

According to the statistics provided in theAnalysis of European Air Transport Industry

(DG-TREN (2002)), the percentage of business class tickets sold in major Western European

markets is 21% in 2002. Therefore, we make the assumption that the percentage of business

seats allocated for a flight can vary between 10% and 30% although we allow the model to de-

termine the number seats for each class. Similarly, we assume that 20% of the total forecasted

demand is for business tickets.

3.4 Integrated schedule design, fleet assignment and demand model

Our integrated schedule design and fleet assignment model isan extension of the model pro-

posed by Barnhartet al. (2002) and Lohatepanont and Barnhart (2004). Similarly to Schön

(2008), we integrate discrete choice demand models into a fleeting and scheduling model with

the additional definition of variable spill function which allows a more realistic representation

of this effect. The model, which considers a single airline,is provided in Figure 1 for a standard

fleet.
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LetF be the set of flight legs, there are two subsets of flights one being mandatory flights (FM ),

which should be flown, and the other being the optional flights(FO) which can be canceled in

terms of optimization purposes.A represents the set of airports andK is for the set of fleet.

The schedule is represented by time-space network such thatN(k, a, t) is the set of nodes in

the time-line network for plane typek, airporta and timet ∈ T . In(k, a, t) andOut(k, a, t)

are the sets of inbound and outbound flight legs for node(k, a, t).

Objective (4) is to maximize the profit which is calculated with revenue for business and econ-

omy demand, that takes into account to lost revenue due to spill, minus operating costs. Oper-

ating cost for flightf when using fleet typek is represented byCk,f which is associated with a

binary variable ofxk,f that is one if a plane of typek is assigned to flightf .

Constraints (5) ensure the coverage of mandatory flights which must be served according to

the schedule development. Therefore every mandatory flightshould be assigned exactly one

type of fleet. Constraints (6) are for the optional flights thathave the possibility to be canceled.

Constraints (7) are for the flow conservation of fleet, whereyk,a,t− andyk,a,t+ are the variables

representing the number of typek planes at airporta just before and just after timet. Con-

straints (8) limit the usage of fleet by the available amount which isRk for fleet typek. In

this study it is assumed that the network configuration at thebeginning of the period (which is

one day) is the same as the end of the period in terms of the number of planes at each airport.

Constraints (9) ensure this circular schedule property.

Constraints (10) maintain the capacity restriction for business and economy demand. The as-

signed number of seats for a flight should satisfy the demand for the corresponding itineraries

considering the spill effects. Similarly when a flight is canceled, all the related itineraries

should not realize any demand.�i,f is a binary parameter which is 1 if itineraryi uses flightf

and enables us to write the capacity constraints over the itineraries rather than the flights. Since

we let the configuration of business and economy seats to be determined by the model we need

to make sure that the total does not exceed the capacity (11) whereQk is the available seat

capacity of plane typek. Constraints (12) are for business and economy demand conservation

for each itinerary saying that total redirected passengersfrom itineraryi to all other itineraries

including the no-purchase options should not exceed its realized demand.

Existence of the demand model induces additional constraints as mentioned previously in sec-

tions 3.1 and 3.2. For the sake of completeness we again provide the explanation for the related

constraints. Constraints (13) give the demand split betweenthe itineraries in the same segment

according to their utilities using logit formulation for each fare class. According to the utilities

we may lose passengers to the outside options. Constraints (14) ensure that the probability of

being assigned to one of the itineraries sums up to 1. Constraints (15) provide the spill ratios

between itineraryi and j. Basically the redirected passengers are accommodated to the re-

maining options with the same demand model excluding the desired (original) itinerary. Since
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Max
∑

s∈S

∑

ℎ∈H

∑

i∈(Is∖I
′

s)

(dℎi −
∑

j∈Is
i ∕=j

tℎi,j +
∑

j∈(Is∖I
′

s)
i ∕=j

tℎj,ib
ℎ
j,i)p

ℎ
i

−
∑

k∈K
f∈F

Ck,fxk,f (4)

s.t.
∑

k∈K

xk,f = 1 ∀f ∈ FM (5)

∑

k∈K

xk,f ≤ 1 ∀f ∈ FO (6)

yk,a,t− +
∑

f∈In(k,a,t)

xk,f

= yk,a,t+ +
∑

f∈Out(k,a,t)

xk,f ∀[k, a, t] ∈ N (7)

∑

a∈A

yk,a,tn +
∑

f∈CT

xk,f ≤ Rk ∀k ∈ K (8)

yk,a,minE−

a
= yk,a,maxE+

a
∀k ∈ K, a ∈ A (9)

∑

s∈S

∑

i∈(Is∖I
′

s)

�i,fd
ℎ
i −

∑

j∈Is
i ∕=j

�i,f t
ℎ
i,j +

∑

j∈(Is∖I
′

s)
i ∕=j

�i,f t
ℎ
j,ib

ℎ
j,i

≤
∑

k∈K

�ℎ
k,f ∀ℎ ∈ H, f ∈ F (10)

∑

ℎ∈H

�ℎ
k,f = Qkxk,f ∀f ∈ F, k ∈ K (11)

∑

j∈Is
i ∕=j

tℎi,j ≤ dℎi ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ (Is ∖ I
′

s) (12)

d̃ℎi = Dℎ
s�

ℎ
s exp (V

ℎ
i ) ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ Is (13)

∑

i∈Is

�ℎs exp (V
ℎ
i ) = 1 ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H (14)

bℎi,j =
exp (V ℎ

j )
1
�ℎ
s

− exp (V ℎ
i )

∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ (Is ∖ I
′

s), j ∈ Is (15)

xk,f ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K, f ∈ F (16)

yk,a,t ≥ 0 ∀[k, a, t] ∈ N (17)

�ℎ
k,f ≥ 0 ∀ℎ ∈ H, k ∈ K, f ∈ F (18)

dℎi ≤ d̃ℎi ≤ Dℎ
i ∀ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ I (19)

0 ≤ pℎi ≤ UBℎ
i ∀ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ I (20)

tℎi,j ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ (Is ∖ I
′

s), j ∈ Is (21)

bℎi,j ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H, i ∈ (Is ∖ I
′

s), j ∈ Is (22)

�ℎs ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S, ℎ ∈ H (23)

Figure 1: Integrated schedule planning model
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no-purchase options are outside our network we can not redirect passengers from them. Instead

we just lose passengers who are attracted by those options.

Constraints (16)-(23) specify the decision variables. Demand value provided by the logit

model, d̃ℎi , serves as an upper bound for the actual number of transported passengers that is

represented bydℎi for each itinerary and fare class. Furthermore, the price ofeach itinerary is

limited by a specified upper boundUBi since logit formulation considers only the difference

between the utilities. This upper bound is assumed to be the average price in the market plus

one standard deviation.

3.5 Model extension: Clip-Air

Clip-Air changes the concept of fleet by decoupling of wings and capsules as mentioned pre-

viously. This new concept necessitates the modification of fleet assignment problem. The

operating cost of a flight is separated between wing and capsules. Cw
f represents the cost for

wing andCk,f is the cost of flying withk capsules for flightf . The total operating cost in the

objective is then given by:

∑

f∈F

Cw
f x

w
f +

∑

k∈K

Ck,fxk,f ,

wherexw
f is a binary variable which is 1 if a wing is assigned to flightf . As the cost of assigning

1 to 3 capsules to a flight is non-linear we provide a linear specification by introducing variable

xk,f which is 1 ifk (1,2, or 3) capsules assigned to flightf . This allows to compute operational

costs in a preprocessing phase.

For the flight coverages the constraints are replaced by (24)which says that each mandatory

flight should be assigned at least one capsule. Constraints (25) ensure that if there is no wing

assigned to a flight there can not be any capsules assigned to that flight and similarly no flight

can be realized without any wing.

∑

k∈K

xk,f = 1 ∀f ∈ FM (24)

∑

k∈K

xk,f ≤ xw
f ∀f ∈ F (25)

Constraints related to the fleet assignment including flow conservation, fleet availability, circu-

lar property of the schedule are adjusted accordingly for both wings and capsules. Constraints

for the demand model and spill effects are the same as in the model of standard fleet.
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4 Results

We work with a dataset from a major European airline company.Data provides information

on the sets of aircrafts, airports, flights and itineraries with average prices and unconstrained

demand. The model is implemented in AMPL and BONMIN is used as asolver which can deal

with mixed integer nonlinear problems.

4.1 Cost figures for Clip-Air

As a preliminary analysis we provide the assumptions regarding the configuration of Clip-Air

in comparison with Airbus A320 as seen in Table 3. We use weight differences to adjust the

related operating costs for wings and capsules. From the presented values it is observed that

when Clip-Air is flying with one capsule it is 63% heavier than one A320 plane. However if

Clip-Air flies more than one capsule it becomes advantages over A320 such that it has 1% and

23% less weight when flying with two and three capsules respectively. Therefore these weight

differences are applied to the fuel cost, airport and air navigation charges which represents the

16% and 10% of the total operating costs according to the study of Smith (2004).

Table 3: Clip-Air configuration

Clip-Air A320
Maximum Capacity 3x145 (435 seats) 150 seats

Engines 3 engines 2 engines
Maximum 1 (plane/capsule) 126t 77.5t

Aircraft Weight 2 (planes/capsules)153t 2x77.5t (155t)
3 (planes/capsules)180t 3x77.5t (232t)

Since we are able to separate wings and capsules Clip-Air flieswith one set of flight

crews regardless of the number of capsules used for the flight. It is given by the study of

Aigrain and Dethier (2011) that flight crew constitutes 60% of the total crew cost for A320.

Therefore Clip-Air decreases the crew costs by 30% and 40% when flying with two and three

capsules respectively. Remaining cost values are assumed tobe the same as A320 for the

utilization of each capsule.

4.2 Parameters for the demand model

Table 4 presents the demand parameters used as input to the integrated schedule planning

model. The parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood estimation for the two fare

classes. However since we are using a booking data we do not have information regarding
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the non-chosen alternatives. To be able to deal with this lack of variability we adjusted the

parameters to reflect more realistic elasticities.

The parameters suggest that economy passengers are more sensitive to fare price. On the other

hand business passengers are more sensitive to level of service and prefer morning flights being

in line with intuition.

Table 4: Parameters used for the demand model

Business demand Economy demand
�fare -0.025 -0.050
�time 0.323 0.139

�nonstop 1.150 0.900

4.3 Results with a small data instance

The information regarding the small data instance is provided in Table 5. Given the airports,

there are 4 different OD pairs: ORY-LYS, ORY-NCE, LYS-ORY andNCE-ORY.

Table 5: Small data instance

Airports 3 (ORY, LYS, NCE)
Flights 9
Passengers 800
Capsule capacity 50
Standard fleet types A318 (123), ERJ145 (50)
Total fleet size (seats) 400
Fare classes Business, economy

Comparison between standard fleet and Clip-Air

Clip-Air offers potential improvements in fleeting operations. In order to quantify these advan-

tages compared to a fleet composed of standard planes we have run models for both cases and

performed a comparative analysis.

Table 6 reports on the comparison between a standard fleet anda Clip-Air fleet for the small

instance. Clip-Air is able to transport more passengers (+17%) using less seat capacity. Overall

profit is also increased with Clip-Air although cost figures for Clip-Air need further validation.

The effect of the embedded demand model

In order to understand the effect of the demand model, we built a model, calledfixed demand

model, where price and demand values for the itineraries are givenas input data. For this
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Table 6: Results for the small data instance

Standard Fleet Clip-Air
Operating cost 65,635 52,924
Revenue 118,494 143,193
Profit 52,859 81,269
Transported pax. 532 621

124 B, 408 E 132 B, 489 E
Flight count 8 8
Average pax/flight 66 78
Total Flight Hours (min) 590 590
Used fleet 2 A318 4 wings

3 ERJ145 7 capsules
Used capacity (seats) 396 350
Running time(min) 0.5 3.5

analysis we limit the study to economy class only.

We provide the information for the itineraries in Table 7. Toremind thatnonstop variable is 1

for the non-stop itineraries andtime variable is 1 for the itineraries departing between 07:00-

11:00. For each of the OD markets we introduce a no-purchase option as provided in Table 8.

In case of capacity restrictions or when it is more profitableto fly with less passengers, part

of the passengers may be lost to these itineraries offered byother airlines in the market. The

prices of the no-purchase itineraries are fixed for the two models since we do not have control

over these.

Table 7: Information for the itineraries

origin destination expected demand nonstop time
1 ORY LYS 132 1 1
2 ORY LYS 133 1 0
3 ORY NCE 68 1 1
4 NCE ORY 56 1 1
5 ORY NCE 79 1 0
6 NCE ORY 63 1 0
7 ORY NCE 80 1 0
8 LYS ORY 108 1 1
9 LYS ORY 81 1 0

Table 8: No-purchase itineraries

origin destination fixed price nonstop time
10 ORY LYS 185 1 1
11 LYS ORY 185 1 1
12 ORY NCE 250 1 1
13 NCE ORY 250 1 1

Table 9 reports on the comparison between the fixed demand model and the integrated demand

model. The integrated model is able to take advantage of the low price elasticity of passengers
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and make profit by increasing prices. The resulting prices can be seen in Table 10. The capacity

allocated to itineraries may change due to the existence of the demand model. For example, for

itineraries 8 and 9 the allocated capacity is different for the two models. Logit model determines

the demand values by evaluating the differences between theutilities of the itineraries in the

same market. Itinerary 8, which is a morning itinerary, is more desirable compared to itinerary

9. Therefore more passengers can be transported in itinerary 8 without decreasing the price

that much. As a result, model decides to allocate more capacity on itinerary 8 and increases the

price of itinerary 9 to meet a lower capacity level.

When we look at the running times, integration of demand modelincreases the computation

time as expected.

Table 9: Results with and without the demand model

Fixed demand model Integrated model
Operating cost 65,635 65,635
Revenue 97,252 102,497
Profit 31,617 36,862
Transported pax. 546 531
Flight count 8 8
Average pax/flight 68 66
Total Flight Hours (min) 590 590
Used fleet 1 A318 2 A318

3 ERJ145 3 ERJ145
Used capacity (seats) 273 396
Running time (min) 0.12 0.28

Table 10: Resulting demand and price values

Fixed demand model Integrated model
origin destination realized demand fixed pricerealized demand realized price

1 ORY LYS 123 162 123 179
2 ORY LYS 50 162 50 194
3 ORY NCE 50 200 50 220
4 NCE ORY 50 212 50 230
5 ORY NCE 50 200 50 218
6 NCE ORY 50 212 50 228
7 ORY NCE 0 200 0 214
8 LYS ORY 50 162 108 159
9 LYS ORY 123 162 50 172

We also report the resulting recapture ratios for the two models in Tables 11 and 12. It

is observed that integrated model may decide lose more passengers to no-purchase options

(itineraries 10, 11, 12 and 13) so that the price can be increased further by decreasing the

demand to fit the available capacity.
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Table 11: Resulting recapture ratios for the fixed demand model

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 0 0.733 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.267 0 0 0
2 0.760 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.240 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0.429 0 0.429 0 0 0 0 0.142 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0.625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.375
5 0 0 0.464 0 0 0 0.403 0 0 0 0 0.133 0
6 0 0 0 0.657 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.343
7 0 0 0.464 0 0.403 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.133 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.733 0 0.267 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.760 0 0 0.240 0 0

Table 12: Resulting recapture ratios for the integrated model

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
1 0 0.352 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.648 0 0 0
2 0.572 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.428 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0.401 0 0.503 0 0 0 0 0.096 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0.725 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.275
5 0 0 0.417 0 0 0 0.490 0 0 0 0 0.093 0
6 0 0 0 0.731 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.269
7 0 0 0.463 0 0.434 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.103 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.631 0 0.369 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.783 0 0 0.217 0 0

4.4 Results with a larger data instance

We generated a relatively larger data instance compared to the instance provided in section 4.3.

A summary for the data instance properties is given in Table 13. The network of airports is the

same with more flights and therefore more passengers. The fleet consists of more plane types.

There are 6 0D pairs: ORY-LYS, ORY-NCE, LYS-ORY, NCE-ORY, NCE-LYS and LYS-NCE.

Table 13: Large data instance

Airports 3 (ORY, LYS, NCE)
Flights 18
Passengers 1096
Capsule capacity 50
Standard fleet types A318(123), A319(79), BAE300(100),

ERJ135(37), ERJ145 (50)
Total fleet size (seats) 600
Fare classes Business, economy

Comparison between standard fleet and Clip-Air

For the large data instance, the running time considerably increases as seen in Table 14. There-

fore we report solutions with 3.2% and 1.5% optimality gap for standard fleet and Clip-Air

respectively. Total transported number of passengers is higher (+10%) for Clip-Air as observed

previously although less capacity (-32%) is used. Profit is higher for Clip-Air, since operating

costs are significantly decreased and more revenue is realized with more transported passen-

gers.
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Table 14: Results for the large data instance

Standard Fleet Clip-Air
Operating cost 128,080 89,512
Revenue 188,405 198,905
Profit 60,325 109,393
Transported pax. 828 909

183 B, 645 E 191 B, 718 E
Flight count 16 16
Average pax/flight 52 57
Total Flight Hours (min) 1200 1200
Used fleet 2 A318, 2 A319 5 wings

1 ERJ135, 3 ERJ145 8 capsules
Used capacity (seats) 591 400
Running time (min) 2090 1470
Optimality gap 3.2% 1.5%

5 Heuristic approach

The resulting mixed integer nonlinear problem is highly complex and running times increase

dramatically when we move to large data instances as observed in section 4.4. Therefore we

propose a heuristic method based on Lagrangian relaxation combined with sub-gradient opti-

mization and a Lagrangian heuristic. In this paper we present the method using the model for

the standard fleet.

5.1 Lagrangian relaxation

When we relax the constraints (10) in the objective function introducing the Lagrangian multi-

pliers�ℎ
f one for each flightf and fare classℎ, objective function (4) is re-written as:

z(�) = Max
∑
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(26)

which is subject to constraints (5)-(9) and (11)-(23).

When we sum the first term in the objective (26) over the set of flightsF and multiply it with
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�i,f we have an equivalent formulation. After arranging the terms we can write the objective

function as:

z(�) = Max
∑

ℎ∈H
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which is subject to constraints (5)-(9) and (11)-(23).

The model now can be decomposed into two subproblems. The first is a revenue maximization

model with fare prices modified by the Lagrangian multipliers. The objective function is given

by:

zREV (�) = Max
∑

ℎ∈H
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which is subject to constraints (12)-(15) and (19)-(23).

The second subproblem is a fleet assignment model with class-fleet seat prizes. The objective

function is given by:

zFAM(�) = Min
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k∈K

∑

f∈F
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)

, (29)

which is subject to constraints (5)-(9), (11) and (16)-(18).

5.2 Solving the Lagrangian dual via sub-gradient optimization

We apply sub-gradient optimization to solve the LagrangiandualzD = min�≥0max z(�). The

gradient for fare classℎ and flightf is defined as:

Gℎ
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The step size for fare classℎ and flightf is defined as:

T ℎ
f =

�(z(�)− ZUB)
∑

ℎ∈H

∑

f∈F (G
ℎ
f )

2
,

where� is a scale parameter initialized at0.5, ZUB andZLB are upper and lower bounds,

respectively. We update the Lagrangian multipliers using the gradient and the step size by:

�ℎ
f = max(0, �ℎ

f − T ℎ
f G

ℎ
f ).

5.3 Lagrangian heuristic

At each iteration of the solution of the Lagrangian dualzD, the optimal solution ofz(�) may

violate the capacity constraints (10) for somef ∈ F andℎ ∈ H. Therefore we need to obtain

a primal feasible solution which serves as a lower bound. To achieve that we devise a simple

revenue maximization heuristic that uses the optimal solution to zFAM(�) = {x̄, ȳ, �̄} to fix

the fleet assignment and class capacity variables to the values, i.e.,x = x̄ and� = �̄. Since

fleet assignment part is fixed the constraints (5)-(9) and (11) are dropped. Therefore the model

turns into a revenue optimization problem which is solved inthe same way aszREV (�).

5.4 Overall algorithm

Having provided the necessary steps, we can give the pseudo-code of the Lagrangian relaxation

procedure.

no improvement()function checks if the upper bound is improved in the last 4 iterations in order

to reduce the scale if there is no improvement.Lagrangian heuristic(), compute sub-gradient()

andcompute step()functions are explained in the previous sections.

5.5 Results on the performance of the heuristic

At this stage of the study the heuristic is under implementation. Preliminary computational

study is presented at STRC 2011 and available upon request to authors.
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Algorithm 1 Lagrangian procedure

Require: zLB, k̄, �
�0 := 0, k := 0, zUB := ∞, � := 0.5
repeat
{d̄, t̄, b̄} := solvezREV (�

k)
{x̄, ȳ, �̄} := solvezFAM(�k)
zUB(�

k) := zREV (�
k)− zFAM(�k)

zUB := min(zUB, zUB(�
k))

if no improvement(zUB) then
� := �/2

end if
lb := Lagrangian heuristic ({d̄, t̄, b̄, x̄, ȳ, �̄})
zLB := max(zLB, lb)
G := compute sub-gradient(zUB, zLB, {d̄, t̄, b̄, x̄, ȳ, �̄})
T := compute step(zUB, zLB, {d̄, t̄, b̄, x̄, ȳ, �̄})
�k+1 := max(0, �k − TG)

until ∣∣TG∣∣2 ≤ � or k ≥ k̄

6 Conclusions and Future Research

In this study we integrated a demand model into a schedule planning model where the demand

model is specified as a logit model. Spill and recapture effects are considered in the model to

better represent the reality by redirecting passengers to other itineraries in the same market in

case of capacity restrictions. The recapture ratio is formulated in a similar way to the demand

model. Furthermore both the demand model and the schedulingmodel is built considering

fare class segmentation and the allocation of the seats to each fare class is determined by the

integrated model.

The resulting mixed integer nonlinear problem is highly complex as seen from the examples

provided. We propose a heuristic method based on Lagrangianrelaxation and sub-gradient

optimization. It allows us to decompose the problem into revenue maximization and fleet as-

signment subproblems. The implementation of the heuristicapproach is under progress and

analysis of the performance of the heuristic is one of the next steps of the study.

Since the study is motivated by the design of a flexible transportation system called Clip-Air we

provide comparative results between standard fleet and Clip-Air. It is observed that the number

of transported passengers are increased with Clip-Air although it uses less transportation capac-

ity. It is also observed that there is a potential increase inthe profit resulting from the decreased

operating costs and increased transported passengers. Thecost figures of Clip-Air are based on

strong assumptions at this stage of the study. However we believe that this potential will persist

when we obtain better estimates for the costs.

As further steps, the integrated model will be studied in order to increase the stability. This
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needs further investigation of the effects of the embedded logit formulation which generates

both the demand values and the recapture ratios. Furthermore, for the performance analysis of

Clip-Air we need to come up with a comprehensive scenario analysis.
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